
The MUSCLE S12 speaker has built-in Bluetooth V5.0 and 40W of power with which,
together with its Karaoke function and its wireless microphone, you can set the scene
for any event or party. In addition, if its 40W of power does not seem enough, this
speaker allows you to synchronize two MUSCLE S12 thanks to TWS technology and
thus double its power offering a 3D sound experience.
Choose from multiple playback options and enjoy your music the way you want: via
Bluetooth, USB playback port, memory cards or with a 3.5mm audio input.
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EAN:8429015019401
Black
MUSCLES12BK

Speakers

MUSCLES12

Bluetooth v5.0

Discotheque lighting

Digital radio

40W

Card reader

True Wireless Stereo

USB - SD - Aux

Units per box:
1

Height: 520 mm
Deep: 270 mm

Wide: 340 mm

Weight: 7050 g

Portable Bluetooth V5.0 Speaker.
It incorporates a telescopic carrying handle and wheels.
Ambient lighting of different colors.
Power: 40 W. 2 speakers: 12 "+5" (30.5 cm + 12.70 cm)
Playback modes: AUX / BT / TF / USB / FM Radio.
Karaoke function (includes wireless microphone)
Allows voice and beeps recording.
Bass and treble control and allows echo effect.
TWS (True Wireless Stereo) function
(connect 2 MUSCLE S12 for 3D sound effect)
Connections: memory cards (TF), USB playback,
aux-in and microphone connection.
Functions: play / pause / previous / next /
record / repeat tracks (one; all; folder) /
microphone priority / MODE / TWS selection.
Battery 12V 4.5Ah. Autonomy: up to 3 to 5 hours.
Accessories: power adapter, remote control and
wireless microphone.

SN Ratio:> 70dB
Sensitivity:
500 + -50mv
Response frequency:
45hz - 20khz
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